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What sound does a bubble bath make? What 
do berries feel like? Author K.L. Going answers 
these questions and more in this noisy story for 
young listeners that explores the five senses 
and emphasizes the familiar sounds of everyday 
activities. With bare feet in the grass and a 
wagon ride over rough gravel, we hear Bumpety, 
Dunkety, Thumpety-Thump! (Beach Lane, $17.99) 
as plump blueberries are collected for an afternoon 
of baking and family time. Berries bump and 
the oven clunks. Chairs slunk and dishes dunk. 
Bath time glunks and bedtime lumps as a messy, 
rattling day is soon cleaned up. Illustrator Simone 
Shin depicts the heart-bursting happiness of 
childhood that may persuade us all to get a little 
silly. Ages 3-6. Allison Witten

Baabwaa and Wooliam (Candlewick, $16.99) 
are two sheep living a quiet life: Baabwaa loves 
to knit, and Wooliam spends most of his time 
reading. One day, however, they decide to set out 
in search of something extraordinary when they 
encounter a wolf in sheep’s clothing. What follows 
is a friendship mixed with a sprinkle of danger, as 
Wooliam endeavors to teach the wolf how to read. 
David Elliott’s clever story makes for a wonderful 
read-aloud, while Melissa Sweet’s layered 
illustrations add even more fun to this humorous 
tale. Ages 3-6. Cristina Strunk

 
On Nia’s sixth birthday, she brings home a very 
special friend: a turtle named Alfie. She teaches 
him her wiggle dance, introduces him to all her 
friends, and tells him stories every day… but Alfie 
just doesn’t seem to notice. After a while, Nia starts 
to forget about him. It’s not until the morning of 
her seventh birthday that she notices that Alfie is 
gone! Readers will love getting both Nia and Alfie’s 
sides of the story in Thyra Heder’s charming new 
picture book Alfie: The Turtle That Disappeared 
(Abrams, $17.95). Ages 3-6. Cristina Strunk

It Takes a Village (Simon & Schuster, $19.99) to 
build a playground, and it takes “every one of us 
to help.” Hillary Rodham Clinton reminds our 
youngest citizens that they are instrumental in 
creating a just and peaceful future,” a future that 
“includes all kinds of families.” Marla Frazee’s 
beautiful illustrations combine seamlessly with 
the text and demonstrate the potential for a 
hardworking community to achieve something 
beautiful. Clinton reminds readers that “when 
the news is grim or the odds seem long,” we must 
remember what we are truly fighting for. A picture 
book with a timely but lasting message, It Takes 
a Village is an essential addition to any home or 
library. Ages 3-7. Kasie Griffitts 

PICTURE BOOKS



It’s bedtime in the 
bustling city. Teeth 
have been brushed 
and jammies are 
on, but a small boy 
and his mother 
delay slipping 
under sheets 
and blankets to 
venture into the 
cold and catch 
a glimpse of an 
old friend. At 
first the City 

Moon (Schwartz & Wade, $17.99) hides its face, 
but then it suddenly peeks out from behind the 
urban scape and welcomes its onlookers with 
comforting familiarity. Rachael Cole describes 
the journey with coziness and warmth, while 
illustrator Blanca Gómez displays familiar scenes 
that city dwellers old and young will recognize 
and appreciate. Ages 4-7. Allison Witten.

Join a boy in a red hoodie and his white dog on a 
walk as the sun begins to set. They stroll through 
their neighborhood as Windows (Candlewick, 
$15.99) light their way, each presenting a glimpse 
into other people’s lives, each with a different 
story. In her picture-book debut, illustrator E.B. 
Goodale presents a familiar town in detailed, 
luminous watercolors that show everyday hustle 
and bustle in a new light. Julia Denos’s lyrical 
text follows the child and dog as they explore 
their town and eventually return home, where 
“someone you love is waving at you.” Ages 4-7. 
Maria Salvadore

After the Fall 
(Roaring Brook, 
$17.99) immortalized 
in an English 
nursery rhyme, 
Humpty Dumpty is 
put together again 
in Dan Santat’s new 
tale—physically, at 
least. But there are 
“some parts that 
couldn’t be healed 
with bandages and 
glue.” With a new fear of heights, poor Humpty 
can’t do some of his favorite things. When he 
does finally decide to climb his famous wall once 
again, he—nervously, slowly—rediscovers joy. 
Santat’s illustrations, which weave cartoonish 
humor with sober realism, communicate the egg’s 
emotions on the long, bumpy road to recovery. 
The book’s touching surprise ending is much 
more hopeful than the original nursery rhyme’s 
grim conclusion. Ages 4-7. Elli Bloomberg 

At 7 AM, the crocodile’s alarm goes off. He slowly 
gets out of bed, brushes his teeth, chooses the 
perfect tie, eats his breakfast, and heads out the 
door. He’s a Professional Crocodile (Chronicle, 
$17.99) and he’s off to work with the other city 
dwellers, hurrying down sidewalks and cramming 
onto crowded trains. Giovanna Zoboli and 
Mariachiara Di Giorgio show humans and 
animals commuting in perfect (and perhaps 
oblivious) harmony in this wordless picture book 
that will leave onlookers hunting through the 
illustrations for hidden faces and familiar scenes 
that all lead to a chuckle-worthy ending. Ages 4-8. 
Allison Witten
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When we meet Rapunzel 
(Peachtree, $16.95) in 
author/illustrator Bethan 
Woollvin’s retelling, she’s 
already imprisoned in her 
tower. Her long, yellow 
tresses are the only way 
up and down just as 

in the original tale, but here, her witch captor 
is the only one who uses this curious ladder. 
There’s no prince in sight, but no matter; he’s 
clearly not needed. Strong black lines and snappy 
text demonstrate that this Rapunzel is clever, 
resourceful, and creative. She figures out how to 
escape the tower and get rid of her jailor. Simple, 
bold illustrations accented by the bright yellow of 
Rapunzel’s long, swirling hair depict the shrewd 
girl and an unsympathetic witch. Children and 
adults familiar with the more traditional tale will 
appreciate this Rapunzel’s take-charge approach. 
Ages 4-8. Maria Salvadore

When a young girl 
discovers a book “free 
to a good home” outside 
the library, she does not 
suspect that it carries the 
true magic of The Five 
Forms (Farrar Straus 
Giroux, $17.99) of the 
martial arts. Once home, 
she ignores all warnings not to “attempt these 
forms without an experienced teacher” and plows 
right on through the book. Author/illustrator 
Barbara McClintock returns with a tale of magic 
filled with delightful details on every page. Kids 
will enjoy learning each move along the way and 
may discover even more than expected! Ages 4-8. 
Kasie Griffitts

From the opening 
page of The Little 
Red Cat Who Ran 
Away and Learned 
His ABC’s (the Hard 
Way) (Little, Brown, 
$17.99), it’s clear that 
readers are in for a 

wild adventure. As the titular cat runs out the 
door, he encounters an alligator, then a bear, then 
a chicken: with each successive creature, the 
daring feline moves one letter further along in the 
alphabet. This race through the animal kingdom 
invites grownups and alphabet neophytes alike to 
guess what author/illustrator Patrick McDonnell 
will come up with for the next letter, and find 
themselves surprised at every turn. Ages 4-9. 
Sharat Buddhavarapu

 
Young Marco the fox is forever asking curious 
and unanswerable questions to no avail. So when 
The Antlered Ship (Simon & Schuster, $17.99) 
arrives, captained by deer who are recruiting 
more crew, Marco jumps at this chance for 
adventure. Each sailor, whether deer or pigeon, 
is seeking something; Marco just wants to meet 
“foxes with answers.” Daksha Slater describes 
the animals’ adventures and friendships in warm 
and poignant tones. The Fan Brothers use a 
combination of soft graphite for background, 
atmospheric mists, waves, and rocks; detailed 
ballpoint pen for the naturalistic animals, ship, 
and landscapes; and light, subtle colors to 
perfectly evoke this philosophical search. Ages 
5-8. András Goldinger

Kate DiCamillo has demonstrated her 
masterful ability to interweave themes of loss 
and hope in her many award-winning novels, 
including Because of Winn-Dixie and Flora and 
Ulysses. Now, in the nearly wordless La La La 
(Candelwick, $17.99), DiCamillo uses only the 
sparsest of language to depict a child’s sense 
of loneliness. Follow a little girl’s emotional 
journey as she puts a simple song out into the 
universe and waits to hear back— from anyone or 
anything. She thinks she finds her perfect partner 
in another solitary creature, but must wait to see 
if her message is heard and reciprocated in kind. 
Jamie Kim’s gorgeous illustrations, featuring 
richly saturated oranges, yellows, greens, and 
purples, carry the narrative weight of this story 
and lend poignancy to DiCamillo’s few and well-
chosen words. Ages 5-8. Heidi Ashton Yoon 
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As a skater zooms across the page, the only other 
elements depicted are the Lines (Chronicle, $17.99) 
that trace her path across the ice. This minimal 
approach beautifully represents the skater’s 
flowing movements, but then the graceful figure 
falls in the midst of a complicated move. The next 
page shows a crumpled piece of paper. From this 
point forward, Suzy Lee transforms this wordless 
picture book into a meditation on the process of 
creating art, making this charming book into a 
great one. Ages 5-8. Sharat Buddhavarapu

In the waters off the 
coast of an unnamed 
Latin American 
country, Abelardo 
and his father find 
a whale tangled in 
their fishing nets. 
Author/illustrator 
Mordecai Gerstein 
depicts both the 
boy’s worry about 
the whale and his 
father’s frustration 
that their net, 

an essential tool in their trade, will have to be 
sacrificed, but ultimately the boy’s compassion 
for another living being wins out. As his father 
goes to search for a new net, Abelardo dives under 
the water to cut the nets and free the whale. 
When The Boy and the Whale (Roaring Brook, 
$17.99) come face to face, Gerstein achieves one 
of the most powerful moments of this immensely 
emotional tale. Ages 5-8. Sharat Buddhavarapu

Our story opens as a mouse 
is “quickly gobbled up” 
by a wolf and travels to 
the carnivore’s stomach. 
There, the hapless rodent 
meets a duck, comfy-at-
home—complete with 
bed, kitchen, and a dining 
table. The duck extols 
the benefits of living “inside,” and the mouse 
asks to stay. They dance to celebrate, resulting 
in a chain reaction—both inside and outside 
the wolf. And at the end of this unlikely story of 
The Wolf, the Duck, & the Mouse (Candlewick, 
$17.99), you’ll find out “why the wolf howls at the 
moon.” Mac Barnett mixes contemporary and 
old-fashioned dialogue (“oh woe, oh death”) in a 
whimsical, modern-day Just So Story. Caldecott 
Medalist Jon Klassen (This Is Not My Hat) uses 
brownish brushstrokes, thick pencil lines, and his 
characteristic genius at depicting animals both 
delighted and deadpan to bring our three heroes 
to life. Ages 5-9. András Goldinger

Hours before the sun 
comes up, a young boy 
and his father get ready 
for the new day by the 
light of a bare bulb. 
They quietly make their 
way to a pond to catch 
something for dinner. 
In these moments, the 

boy learns subtle lessons from his father, who 
speaks of his childhood in Vietnam and the long-
ago time when he fished in A Different Pond 
(Capstone, $15.95). With Thi Bui’s meditative 
illustrations, Bao Phi reflects on his own 
childhood in this gentle story of family, memory, 
and finding one’s place in a new world. Ages 6-9. 
Cristina Strunk

Peter and his friends have grand 
plans to dress up as pirates for the 
school costume party, but when he 
shows up in an elaborate Robinson 
Crusoe costume instead, all he gets 
is ridicule. To escape the laughter, 
Peter runs home and into bed, 
where images of an unfamiliar 
land and wild creatures invade his dreams. He 
becomes Robinson (Scholastic, $17.99)! Finding 
inspiration in his own childhood memories, 
Peter Sís fills each page with lush watercolors 
of blue waters, eye-catching designs of flora and 
fauna, and intricate details of Peter’s adventurous 
journey of imagination in this tribute to the power 
of literature. Ages 6-9. Heidi Ashton Yoon
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Even babies can be bookworms! It’s especially 
easy to nurture a child’s love of literature with 
this host of new offerings, whose rhythmic 
language and thoughtful illustrations highlight 
the warmth and play of childhood. Every 
toddler on the move will appreciate the 
pairing of traditional nursery rhymes with 
transportation-themed illustrations in On the 
Go with Mother Goose (Candlewick, $8.99), 
edited by Iona Opie. From a little hen cruising 
by in her convertible to Mother Hubbard riding 
a scooter, illustrator Rosemary Wells has 
transformed classic verses with a gently comic 
touch. Barney Saltzberg’s Twinkle, Twinkle, 
ABC (Phaidon, $12.95) likewise gives a twist 
to beloved rhymes with this mash-up of two 
well-known children’s songs. Fred Benaglia’s 
dynamic colorful illustrations of everything 
from a banjo-toting bear to a tutu-clad cow 
up the silliness ante and encourage reader 
interaction, giggles, and eventually goodnights. 
Striking a dreamier tone, Richard Jackson’s 
thoughtful language creates a lyrical call-
and-response in Snow Scene (Roaring Brook, 
$17.99). Acrylics from Laura Vaccaro Seeger 
capture the sleepy sensation of a snowy day, 
then burst into thrilling spring color in this 
visual and auditory feast. When Baby Goes to 
Market (Candlewick, $16.99), he encounters a 
repast of a different sort: juicy oranges, sugary 
chin-chin biscuits, and vivid chili peppers. As 
Baby charms vendors into gifting him treats 
in Angela Brooksbank’s vibrantly illustrated 
marketplace, Atinuke’s verbal play creates a 
rich multi-sensory experience in this counting 
book. Varied experience is exactly what Lisa 
Mantchev’s protagonist seeks in Someday, 
Narwhal (Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster, 
$17.99). Poor tiny Narwhal, whose emotions 
are perfectly captured in Hyewon Yum’s 
expressive pictures, has grown tired of her 
fishbowl-confined landscape. Her friends thus 
help her find the courage to venture beyond the 
front door, where she discovers a whole world 
at her flippers. Ed Vere showcases the trials 
and triumphs of friendship with equal charm 
in his newest picture book. Max and Bird 
(Jabberwocky, $17.99) want to be friends… but 
Max is a kitten and Bird is, well, a bird. Kittens 
chase birds! Will the two reconcile the bond 
of friendship with the “laws” of nature? This 
endearing addition to the saga of big-eyed Max 
will leave readers cheering. Ages 0-5.  
Amy Dickinson

NEVER TOO YOUNG TO START
5



Sally Warner’s accessible EllRay 
Jakes series now has a little sister of 
its own! See the world through Alfie 
Jakes’s eyes in Absolutely Alfie and the 
Furry Purry Secret (Puffin, $5.99 PB/
Viking, $14.99 HB) and Absolutely Alfie 
and the First Week Friends (Puffin, 
$5.99 PB/Viking, $14.99 HB). Shearry 
Malone’s playful illustrations add extra 
appeal to Alfrie’s quest to break her 
family’s NO PETS rule, as well as her 
attempt to bring two friends together 
at the beginning of a new school year. 
Fans of the Mercy Watson series and 
other Tales from Deckawoo Drive, 
meanwhile, will love Kate DiCamillo 
and illustrator Chris Van Dusen’s latest 
delivery from Deckawoo. In Eugenia 
Lincoln and the Unexpected Package 
(Candlewick, $14.99), a mysterious box 
containing an accordion arrives for 
Eugenia, who is a practical, no-time-
for-music kind of person. Can she learn 
to love this unwelcome addition to her 
household? Karen English tells another 
story about first impressions and 
second chances in her latest installment 
of The Carver Chronicles. Khufu is The 
New Kid (Clarion, $15.99) in school, 
with a big personality and even bigger 
stories to tell. Leery of this stranger’s 
tall tales, third-grader Gavin blames 
Khufu when his bike goes missing. 
Impeccably placed spot illustrations by 
Laura Freeman add intrigue to Carver’s 
compelling narrative about the effects 
of making snap judgments. Budding 
bookworkms in search of the perfect 
bedtime story will find it in celebrated 
Argentine cartoonist Liniers’s latest 
graphic novel. Planet the toy fawn has 
a mission: at night, he comes alive and 
tries to reach the giant cookie in the 
sky that sometimes has a bite taken 
out of it. This refreshing take on the 
secret lives of toys will have parents 
and children alike saying Good Night, 
Planet (Toon, $12.95) or Buenas Noches, 
Planeta (Toon, $6.99 PB/$12.95 HB). 
Ages 6-9. Marc Villa

NEVER TOO YOUNG TO START EARLY READERS
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Fans of The 
Wizard of Oz, 
rejoice: Michael 
Morpurgo 
has used his 
inimitable talent 
to retell L. Frank 
Baum’s classic tale 
from a dog’s-eye 
view. In Toto: 
The Dog-Gone 
Amazing Tale of 
the Wizard of Oz 
(HarperCollins, 

$17.99), Dorothy’s famous pet tells his puppies 
what really happened on the journey down the 
yellow brick road. Toto’s perceptive nose sniffs 
out all sorts of useful information along the way 
to the Emerald City, from the trustworthiness of 
the Good Witch of the North to the location of the 
rusted Tin Man. Emma Chichester Clark adds 
her own fresh perspective with charming, full-
color illustrations that combine with Morpurgo’s 
text to create a fitting tribute to a masterpiece of 
children’s literature. Ages 8-11. Janet Minichiello

Former British 
Children’s 
Laureate Michael 
Morpurgo 
collects 17 animal 
fables from 
around the world 
in his Greatest 
Animal Stories 
(Barron’s, $16.99). 
Morpurgo 
prefaces 
each tale by 
comparing and contrasting it to others in the 
collection, making connections between cultures 
and thus providing a global context. In the spirit 
of Aesop’s Fables, Morpurgo also ends each 
chapter by identifying the moral of the story. 
His choice to use several writers and illustrators 
conveys a sense of many voices speaking to the 
reader with every turn of the page. Ages 8-11. 
Sharat Buddhavarapu

When their plane 
crashes, Fred, 
Con, Lila, and 
Max must make 
their way through 
the Amazon 
jungle in order to 
find help. Each 
child assumes 
the role of The 
Explorer (Simon 
& Schuster, 
$16.99), moving 
determinedly 
ahead and 
wresting survival 

from a perilous environment. As they face 
challenges that range from eating a tarantula 
to caring for a sick friend, the children must 
draw upon strengths they never knew they had. 
Drawing inspiration from classic adventure 
stories, Katherine Rundell creates a captivating 
narrative within a richly detailed world. Ages 
8-12. Liz Elfman

Nine-year-old 
Amy Anne Ollinger 
has always been 
afraid to stand up 
for herself. When 
her favorite book 
is removed from 
the school library, 
however, she is 
determined to 
fight the decision 
to Ban This Book 
(Tor, $15.99). As a 
concerned parent 
pulls a growing 
list of books off 
the shelves—making 
them more popular than ever— Amy Anne and 
her friends start a secret Banned Books Locker 
Library, or B.B.L.L. With humor and heart, Alan 
Gratz tells the story of this group of amateur 
librarians’ mission to defend their right to read. 
Amy Anne’s contagious passion for books might 
just inspire young readers to create their own 
locker libraries. Ages 9-11. Elli Bloomberg
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Trees tell stories 
in the rings on 
their trunks and 
through the 
spirits whispering 
in their leaves. 
One particular 
Wishtree 
(Feiwel and 
Friends; $16.99), 
where people 
pin messages 
describing 
their hopes and 
dreams, can tell 

the story of an entire community. When a new 
family moves into the neighborhood, the tree 
understands the importance of battling prejudice 
with acceptance and unity. But can humans learn 
these powerful lessons, too? Newbery Medalist 
Katherine Applegate deftly interweaves her 
passion for environmental awareness with other 
timely themes such as immigration in this much-
needed story for today’s complicated world. Ages 
9-12. Liz Elfman

Blue Montgomery 
can’t help it: he 
was born to lose. 
After a disastrous 
encounter 
100 years ago 
involving a 
talking alligator 
under a red moon, 
the Montgomery 
family line was 
split into the 
lucky and the 
unlucky. The only chance for the unfortunate 
Montgomerys to change their fate for the next 
century is fast approaching, and Blue must 
find a way to get that curse lifted. Enter Tumble 
Wilson: she tries to live every day as a hero, but is 
discovering that maybe she, too, is doomed to fail. 
Together, Tumble & Blue (Dial, $17.99) bravely 
head into the swamp to change their destiny. 
Cassie Beasly expertly weaves magical realism 
into a story that shows the power of friendship 
and what it truly means to be a hero. Ages 9-12. 
Cristina Strunk

Twelve-year-old 
Caleb wants to take 
charge of his life. 
That’s not easy 
for someone with 
cystic fibrosis, 
a perfect older 
brother, divorced 
parents, and a 
best friend who is 
moving on. When 
Caleb and Kit 
(Running Press, 
$16.99) meet in 
the woods behind 

Caleb’s home, the free-spirited but mysterious Kit 
convinces her new friend to skip summer camp 
and spend the rest of vacation doing whatever 
they want. But Caleb soon realizes that Kit has her 
own problems and secrets, and that sometimes 
her games are dangerous. Beth Vrabel’s authentic 
characters and deft handling of difficult topics 
make for a compelling and heartfelt story. Ages 
9-12. Margaret Orto 

Morrigan Crow is 
cursed. She, along 
with all the other 
children like her, is 
blamed for anything 
that goes wrong 
in Jackalfax. As if 
that’s not enough, 
cursed children are 
only expected to 
live for 12 years—
and Morrigan 
is 11. When all 
hope seems lost, 
a letter arrives 
from a mysterious 
benefactor, inviting Morrigan to 
the Free State city of Nevermoor (Little, Brown, 
$17.99) to compete for a spot in the prestigious 
Wundrous Society. As Morrigan works through 
the four trials of the competition, she must 
unravel a darker puzzle to save Nevermoor itself. 
Jessica Townsend has created a bold voice in 
Morrigan Crow, and readers will look forward 
to meeting her again and again as they travel 
through this magical new series. Ages 9-12. 
Cristina Strunk
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Edver never 
imagined being 
sent off to Cuba 
to meet his father 
and sister for the 
first time; Luza 
never imagined 
her brother from 
the United States 
would be so 
different. While 
trying to bring 
their mother 
to the island, 
however, the two 
inadvertently 

attract the attention of a poacher and must come 
together to save the Forest World (Atheneum, 
$16.99) they have both grown to love. Award-
winning author Margarita Engle’s novel in verse 
brings to life a world where science, poetry, and 
possibility coexist. Ages 9-12. Cristina Strunk 

Imogene has 
grown up against 
the unique 
backdrop of 
the Florida 
Renaissance Faire: 
she’s learned 
the ins and outs 
of her mother’s 
shoppe and her 
father’s acting 
role as a heroic 
knight. Now, 
Imogene is ready 
to enter into two 
new daring chapters of her life: finally becoming 
a squire to her father’s character at the festival, 
and trading homeschooling for the confusing 
world of public middle school. After a run-in 
with the popular crowd, Imogene soon learns 
that school isn’t nearly as easy to navigate as the 
traditional stories of heroes and villains that have 
surrounded her since childhood. From Roller Girl 
author and Newbery Honoree Victoria Jamieson 
comes All’s Faire in Middle School (Dial, $12.99 
PB/$20.99 HB), a fast-paced, brightly illustrated 
graphic novel that every middle grade lad and 
lass will surely relate to. Ages 9-12. Allison Witten

When the rabbit 
settlement of 
Munbury Warren 
is attacked by 
the ironclad, 
red-eyed mutant 
rabbits known 
as the Gorm, the 
slain chieftain’s 
eldest son, 
Podkin, is forced 
to flee with his 
older sister and 
baby brother. 
Left wandering 
alone in the 
Five Realms 

and armed only with a mystical dagger, Podkin 
One-Ear (Clarion, $16.99) and his siblings 
embark upon a search for sanctuary that they 
hope will end in reconquering their home. 
David Wyatt’s classic illustrations combine 
with Kieran Larwood’s mix of high fantasy 
and anthropomorphic animal fiction to create a 
refreshingly original adventure tale. Ages 9-12. 
Marc Villa

Why are we 
here? What is our 
purpose? A young 
fox groundling, 
or human-animal 
hybrid, named 
Arthur asks these 
time-honored 
questions while 
living in an 
orphanage 
under the rule 
of the cruel and 
twisted Miss 
Carbuncle. With 
equal measures of sweetness and sorrow, The 
Wonderling (Candlewick, $21.99) follows our 
kindhearted hero as he escapes the orphanage 
with a new friend only to face a fresh set of 
dangers in a neighboring city. There, he learns 
of a nefarious plan that Miss Carbuncle has for 
the orphanage. Can Arthur find the courage to 
use his gifts to help the creatures he left behind? 
Mira Bartók’s first novel for young readers has 
a beautiful and rich narrative with a touch of 
mythology and Oliver Twist. Ages 9-13. Heidi 
Ashton Yoon
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In 1942, as India 
struggles for 
freedom from 
British rule, 
Mohandas 
(Mahatma) 
Gandhi asks one 
family member 
from each family 
to join Ahimsa 
(Tu/Lee & Low, 
$18.95), the non-
violent resistance 
to British 
governance. 
Ten-year old 

Anjali fears that her father will join, and is 
blindsided when it’s her mother who becomes an 
activist. As her mother reaches out to the Dalit 
community, the caste system’s untouchables, 
Anjali is initially shocked but soon comes to 
question her own biases. Inspired by her great-
grandmother’s experiences, debut author Supriya 
Kelkar presents an accessible and eerily timely 
exploration of what social justice really means. 
Ages 10-12. Maria Salvadore

Stella Rodriguez 
has a serious 
problem. After 
trying to set up a 
meeting with Carl 
Sagan at NASA 
headquarters, 
she attracts the 
attention of a 
black hole who 
follows her home. 
Larry (short for 
gravitational 
singularity, of 
course) will eat 
anything: dust bunnies, ugly sweaters, smelly 
hamsters, and, as Stella finds out, any memory 
about her father that makes her sad. Perhaps 
inevitably, Larry’s insatiable appetite eventually 
leads him to swallow up Stella herself. While 
learning about The Care and Feeding of a Pet 
Black Hole (Dial, $16.99) the hard way, Stella must 
find her way back home and back to happiness. 
With quick wit and deep empathy, Michelle 
Cuevas takes readers on an adventure through 
space and time and shows that sometimes it’s 
okay to grieve— and, thankfully, that every black 
hole has a wormhole to the other side. Ages 10-12. 
Emily Griswold

In 1982 at an 
orphanage named 
Thornhill (Roaring 
Brook, $19.99), Mary 
fills the pages of her 
diary with shocking 
accounts of her 
suffering at the 
hands of another 
girl who lives 
downstairs. Mary 
only feels safe in 
her attic bedroom, 
where she spends 
her time reading 
and making puppet companions. Decades 
later, Ella has just moved to a new home that 
overlooks the abandoned orphanage. No one has 
lived there since an orphan girl was murdered 
years ago—so why does Ella keep seeing a figure 
in the lit attic window and finding puppets in 
the garden? Author/illustrator Pam Smy cleverly 
tells Mary and Ella’s stories in alternating journal 
entries and plot-propelling illustrations until the 
girls’ worlds finally collide in an unexpected and 
spine-tingling twist. Ages 10-13. Allison Witten

The Latinx of Us, In Progress: Short Stories 
About Young Latinos 
(Harper, $16.95) 
are sometimes 
misunderstood, 
occasionally 
threatened, often 
quick-witted, and 
always engaging. 
Tweens and teens 
with disparate 
countries of origin 
but the same home 
country—the United 
States—come alive 
in each well-crafted 
story, all of which 
were inspired by real events. Refranes, commonly 
used Latin American sayings, appear throughout 
the text and are presented with their English 
translations in the book’s final pages along with 
notes on the stories’ origins. Author/illustrator 
Lulu Delacre’s mixed-media portraits of each 
character further highlight the multiplicity of 
viewpoints contained in this powerful volume. 
Ages 11-13. Maria Salvadore
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GIFT IDEAS

There’s no better present than a carefully selected book; some 
children’s tales stay with readers for a lifetime. For gift-giving 
inspiration, these volumes weave classic storytelling with art, history, 
novelty, and imagination. 

What is more a hallmark of childhood than the beloved Winnie-the-
Pooh: Classic Gift Edition (E.P. Dutton, $16)? This replica of the first 
U.S. edition of A.A. Milne’s masterpiece from 1926 has Ernest H. 
Shepard’s beloved illustrations, maps, and more. 

In another nod to the past, Caldecott winners Phillip and Erin Stead 
have completed an unfinished Mark Twain manuscript. The Purloining 
of Prince Oleomargarine (Doubleday, $24.99) delivers dreamy 
watercolors and a lively narrative filled with Twain’s signature wit. 

Homage is paid to another literary great in Pop-Up Shakespeare 
(Candlewick, $19.99), in which The Reduced Shakespeare Company 
and illustrator Jennie Maizels bring The Bard to life through the 
wonderful world of The Globe Theatre. For more page-popping 
surprises, open ABC Pop-Up (Candlewick, $29.99), which looks as 
though it walked straight off the shelves of an art museum gift shop. 
Courtney Watson McCarthy’s sleek designs will appeal to parents, 
collectors, and tiny hands alike. 

With Art Up Close: From Ancient to Modern (Princeton Architectural, 
$29.95) by Claire d’Harcourt, young learners discover works of art 
from 1300 BC to the twentieth century through interactive flaps and 
instructive close-ups. 

Delve further into history with Egyptomania (Laurence King, $27.99). 
Jam-packed with mummies, the gods, papyrus, and pyramids, this 
stunning edition from author Carole Saturno and illustrator Emma 
Giuliani is truly a museum in a book.

For budding detectives, there’s Pierre the Maze Detective: The Mystery 
of the Empire Maze Tower (Laurence King, $19.99). Find hidden 
objects and stop an evil villain in Hiro Kamigaki and IC4DESIGN’s 
updated take on a Where’s Waldo?-esque puzzle, with dizzying and 
dream-like illustrations. 

Gather your little ones close for Jane Yolen’s retellings of fairy tales 
and folklore from Africa, Russia, South Korea, and elsewhere with 
Once There Was A Story: Tales From Around The World, Perfect 
For Sharing (Simon & Schuster, $19.99), enriched by Jane Dyer’s 
charismatic illustrations. Or, for some holiday cheer, cozy up to A 
Child’s Christmas in Wales (Holiday House, $14.95). The new gift 
edition of this classic Dylan Thomas tale, illustrated by Caldecott-
winner Trina Schart Hyman, will surround you and yours with the 
warmth of Christmases long ago and far away. Various ages. Liz Elfman
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Great stories provide unlimited opportunities for self-discovery and insight into the world around us. We 
invite you to extend your knowledge, discuss your reactions, and share the joy and strength you’ll find in 
these creative and culturally rich stories.

Evan Turk’s vivid illustrations will have your feet 
stomping and arms swinging to the music as you 
follow a hero’s journey from Mississippi to Chicago 
in Michael Mahin’s Muddy: The Story of Blues 
Legend Muddy Waters (Atheneum, $17.99).

Mark Gonzales has created a deeply personal 
story with a universal message in Yo Soy Muslim: 
A Father’s Letter to his Daughter (Salaam 
Reads, $17.99). Mehrdokht Amini’s detailed and 
vibrant illustrations of landscape, textiles, facial 
expressions, and skin tones complement the text in 
celebrating multicultural identities.

Open Schomburg: The Man Who Built a Library 
(Candlewick, $16.99) by Carol Boston Weatherford 
and discover a world of scholars, poets, and artists 
of African descent whom other history books 
may have failed to recognize. Award-winning 
illustrator Eric Velasquez places you in the room 
with bibliophile Arturo Schomburg as well as the 
luminaries he studied, from Toussaint Louverture 
and Alexandre Dumas to Countee Cullen and 
Langston Hughes. 

Look closely at the Statue of Liberty—especially 
Her Right Foot (Chronicle, $19.99): “She is going 
somewhere! She is on the move!” In his casual, 
conversational style, Dave Eggers takes readers on 
a journey from France to New York and introduces 
us to little-known facts about this iconic symbol. 
Artist Shawn Harris uses cut paper and India ink 
to illustrate the story, drawing our attention to 
the details as Eggers asks us to pause, think, and 
discuss along the way.

A debut for both author Xelena González and 
illustrator Adriana M. Garcia, All Around Us 
(Cinco Puntos, $17.95) is a masterful blend of art 
and story. The muted tones and circular designs 
provide a reflective backdrop to a young girl and 
her Grandpa going about their daily activities. As 
the two walk, bike, and garden together, the girl 
learns that she, too, is part of life’s continuing cycle. 

 READ, SHARE, TALK: BOOKS TO INSPIRE  
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Part history, part biography, and part law primer, 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg: The Case of R.B.G. vs. 
Inequality (Abrams, $18.95) highlights the dreams, 
struggles, and accomplishments of the United 
States’ most notorious judge. Stacy Innerst’s 
gouache-and-ink illustrations evoke the feeling 
of a true historical document, adding gravitas to 
Jonah Winter’s compelling text.

Fresh perspectives on the U.S. Constitution 
are brought forward in two impactful volumes. 
Husband-and-wife team Cynthia and Sanford 
Levinson highlight complexities including 
bicameralism, gerrymandering, and emergency 
powers in Fault Lines in the Constitution: The 
Framers, Their Fights, and the Flaws That Affect 
Us Today (Peachtree, $19.95). Gold Star father and 
Pakistani immigrant Khzir Khan, meanwhile, 
provides a fascinating and personal article-by-
article examination of the document he famously 
cited during the 2016 Democratic National 
Convention in This Is Our Constitution: Discover 
America with a Gold Star Father (Knopf, $16.99).

Self-discovery can be a struggle and spark deep 
emotions. How do you make sense of it all? 
Twelve-year-old Malu uses zines and music 
to stay connected with her parents while also 
learning to embrace her individuality in The 
First Rule of Punk (Viking, $16.99) by Celia C. 
Pérez. In a story drawn from actual events, Dick 
Lehr provides a starting point for more in-depth 
conversations on truth and justice as protagonist 
Trell (Candlewick, $17.99) hones her investigative 
journalism skills in an attempt to exonerate her 
father, who’s been incarcerated since she was a 
baby. Jason Reynolds delivers a heart-pounding, 
emotional novel in verse that tells the story 
of Will, mourning the loss of his brother as he 
struggles with unspoken rules: 1) no crying, 2) 
no snitching, and 3) revenge. Long Way Down 
(Atheneum, $17.99) challenges our preconceptions 
and leaves us with a sense of urgency to talk 
about what happens next.

 
Whether it’s a picture book or novel, fiction or nonfiction, a book in verse or a mélange of words and 
collage, we hope that these stories ultimately inspire you to read, share, and talk. Enjoy! Various ages. 
Donna Wells

 READ, SHARE, TALK: BOOKS TO INSPIRE  
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Fairyland series author Catherynne M. Valente 
takes inspiration from a classic source in her 
newest tale, reimagining fantasy stories written by 
the legendary Brontë sisters (and their rather less 
industrious brother, Branwell) in their childhood. 
Just as the teenaged Emily and Charlotte are 
about say farewell to Anne and Branwell before 
being shipped off to boarding school, all four 
siblings instead find themselves transported 
to their own imaginary world. Now they must 
all play The Glass Town Game (Margaret K. 
McElderry, $17.99) to perfection in order to return 
home. Absurdities such as Napoleon riding a 
rooster are sprinkled throughout the text, a risky 
gambit that Valente pulls off with characteristic 
aplomb. Ages 11-14. Sharat Buddhavarapu

Priyanka Das is torn 
between two worlds: the 
complicated social sphere 
of her American high 
school and the India of 
her family history and 
imagination. Pri can 
only dream of glamorous 
India—the samosas, Diwali 
celebrations and colorful 
saris—based on fragments of family stories. That 
is, until she finds an enchanted Pashmina (First 
Second, $16.99 PB/$21.99 HB) that will change 
her perspective. As her world grows larger and her 
horizons expand, she finds unexpected answers 
to long-standing questions. Graphic novelist 
Nidhi Chanani shows that self-discovery can be 
difficult, and sometimes even painful, no matter 
where you are. Ages 11-14. Liz Elfman

Alan enters seventh 
grade with an abusive 
father, a bullying older 
brother, and a strict 
no-friends policy: after 
all, why set anyone 
up to be his brother 
Nathan’s latest victim? 
It seems like things 
will never change, 
especially when 
Nathan forces him to 
participate in a “game” 

in which Alan must complete a list of impossible 
or deeply embarrassing tasks. When Alan tries 
to refuse, Nathan threatens to broadcast his little 
brother’s crush on a male classmate to the entire 
school. Unexpectedly, however, Alan’s quest to 
meet Nathan’s demands results in the discovery 
that, after all, Alan Cole Is Not a Coward 
(Katherine Tegen, $16.99). Eric Bell’s novel about 
making friends, facing deep family dysfunction, 
and finding personal strength will strike a chord 
with middle schoolers past and present. Ages 12-
14. Janet Minichiello 

Join our Book-a-Month Club and booksellers will  
select one book every month based on the  
preferences of the child or teen in your life. 
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For nearly a century, the Nomeolvides women 
have tended the grounds of La Pradera, a lush 
estate garden. The secret to the garden’s Wild 
Beauty (Feiwel & Friends, $17.99) lies in the 
women themselves: each has the ability to 
conjure a particular kind of flower. But they pay 
a terrible price for these gifts: if they fall in love, 
their lovers vanish. Suddenly, a boy appears from 
the gardens without any memory of where he 
came from, marking a change in their fate. Anna-
Marie McLemore has crafted an enchanting 
story about family, secrets, and the consequences 
of loving someone deeply. Rich with lore and 
gorgeous prose, this is magical realism at its 
finest. Ages 13-15. Emi London

No good deed goes 
unpunished; or so 
seventeen-year-old 
Justyce McAllister 
learns one night after 
a brutal run-in with 
the police. In an 
effort to cope with 
the violent racism 
he’s experienced, 
Justyce begins writing 
a series of letters to 
Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Through these letters, Justyce processes 
his experiences as a young black man in a 
predominantly white private school, as well as his 
anger at a system stacked against him. Nic Stone 
presents readers with a timely story in her debut 
novel Dear Martin (Crown, $17.99), and creates 
the groundwork for meaningful discussion on 
pain and forgiveness. Ages 13-15. Cristina Strunk

 
Edgar Allen Poe’s poems and stories are 
appreciated for their strange darkness and quiet 
melancholy. In Poe (Candlewick, $22) Gareth 
Hinds uses the graphic novel format to vivify 
the eerie images evoked by Poe’s chilling, lyrical 
prose. The result is a rich and poetic visual 
accompaniment to Poe’s best-known work, 
including “The Pit and the Pendulum,” “The 
Tell-Tale Heart,” and “The Raven.” Both long-time 
admirers and new fans of Poe and will appreciate 
Hinds’s signature watercolor-and-ink illustrations 
of these classics. Ages 13 and up. Liz Elfman

Giant battle robots, 
characters with tragic 
pasts, forbidden 
romances, and a 
dystopian future Korea: 
one might be forgiven 
for thinking that no 
novel could ever 
cohesively tell a story 
that included all these 
elements. Luckily for 
sci fi fans everywhere, 
debut novelist Axie Oh 
has proven herself more 
than equal to the challenge. Set in 2199 amidst 
a decades-long war in which young orphans 
are trained to be supersoldiers, Rebel Seoul (Tu, 
$19.95) is a spellbinding rollercoaster ride of a 
novel. Ages 14-17. Sharat Buddhavarapu
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A Strange Fire (Simon & Schuster, $17.99) burns 
between two brothers, Clive and Clover, who 
have grown up spreading the gospel in their 
father’s traveling ministry. They are members 
of the Descendancy, who decry past attempts 
to promote science and technology. When the 
brothers’ beliefs are challenged after the ministry 
encounters a community seeking to advance 
human knowledge, a holy war ensues that 
threatens all life on Earth. Clive and Clover’s 
rivalries and internal struggles symbolize deeper 
philosophical arguments in this first volume of 
Tommy Wallach’s new dystopian trilogy. With a 
fast-paced plot, breathtaking prose, and complex 
characters, this uniquely structured novel is 
required reading. Ages 14-17. Mary Alice Garber

When her dad goes 
on a trip to repair 
his broken heart, 
17-year-old Delilah 
is left to manage her 
family’s café. But 
between homework, 
traitorous 
employees, and 
guilt-tripping best 
friends, Del struggles 
to make ends meet. 
It doesn’t help that 
a distractingly 
beautiful girl named 

Rosa dances every night across the street. Del 
doesn’t have a chance with her—until the day 
Rosa walks into the café and announces she’s 
been thinking about Del, too. When everything 
else is going wrong, is it too much to ask that this 
go right? Set in Australia, this charming coming-
of-age story by Erin Gough is sure to have you 
yelling Get It Together, Delilah! (Chronicle, 
$16.99). Ages 14-18. Emi London

 
Do you ever feel like you’re living in the wrong 
universe? Raised by her recently deceased aunt 
Magnolia, Jane has lived a mostly ordinary life. 
But when her old friend, the glamorous Kiran 
Thrash, invites her to a gala at the Thrash family’s 
island mansion, her story takes a sharp turn. The 
mysterious house offers Jane five choices that 
will help her determine the course of her life, 
but every choice comes with a price. Part gothic 
thriller, part choose-your-own-adventure, and 
part spy-novel-art-heist mystery, Jane, Unlimited 
(Kathy Dawson, $18.99) by Kristin Cashore is one 
of the most brilliantly plotted novels you’ll read all 
year. Ages 14-18. Emi London

In the world of Kos, 
the wealthy use 
the poor to absolve 
themselves of guilt 
and sin. Seventeen-
year-old Taj is an 
aki, or sin-eater, 
supporting his 
destitute family by 
ingesting the sins 
of the royal family. 
Beasts Made of 
Night (Razorbill, 
$17.99) that physically 

embody his clients’ depravity imbed in Taj’s 
mind and form tattoos on his body. When he 
unwittingly becomes entrenched in a conspiracy 
to destroy Kos, he must decide to fight injustice. 
Debut author Tochi Onyebuchi creates a unique 
fantasy with lush detail, Nigerian influences, 
and underlying themes of betrayal and loyalty. 
Complex characters, dark magic, and adventure 
are hallmarks of this spirited tale. Ages 14-18. 
Mary Alice Garber
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Dita is determined to 
prove to everyone—
and herself— that 
she is brave. But she 
is facing one of the 
most disturbingly 
cruel environments 
humanity has 
ever wreaked: 
Auschwitz. When 
the handsome 
Fredy Hirsch offers 
her a dangerous 
opportunity to 

become The Librarian of Auschwitz (Henry Holt, 
$19.99), guarding the eight books that have been 
smuggled into the camp, she accepts despite the 
risk of being caught. Then Dr. Josef Mengele, 
known as the Angel of Death for his depraved 
human experiments, tells Dita he has his eye on 
her. This is a whole new level of terror, and Dita 
goes to tell Fredy what has happened and ask for 
his advice when she overhears a conversation 
that causes her to question her loyalty. Antonio 
Iturbe interviewed Holocaust survivor Dita 
Kraus to create a fictionalized account of her 
experience, a masterful work that translator 
Lilit Thwaites has now brought to an English-
speaking audience. Ages 14-18. Janet Minichiello

Ever since her best 
friend Linda was 
kidnapped by the 
cartels, Sara has 
made it her mission 
to use her voice as 
a local journalist 
in Juárez, Mexico 
to find her. After 
receiving death 
threats against 
herself as well as 
her mother and 
brother Emiliano, 
Sara begins untangling a complex web of lies 
that make her question those she thought she 
could trust the most. While Sara dives deeper 
into Linda’s disappearance and those of other 
young girls, the lure of the beautiful Perla Rubi 
pulls Emiliano into the same tangle of criminals 
hunting his sister. The two must figure out just 
how far they are willing to go to get what they 
want. Francisco X. Stork’s nuanced characters 
and suspenseful plot make Disappeared (Arthur 
A. Levine, $17.99) an easy choice for readers 
looking for adventure. Ages 14-18. Cristina Strunk 

 
Mitali Perkins draws inspiration from her 
own adolescence for her latest novel, You 
Bring the Distant Near (Farrar Straus Giroux, 
$17.99). Sisters Tara and Sonia Das each narrate 
alternating chapters as they recount their family’s 
relocations from Ghana to Great Britain and, 
finally, the United States. While their mother, 
Ranee, can easily relate to Tara’s love of fashion, 
Sonia’s fierce independence and passion for 
social activism stand in conflict with the Bengali 
traditions Ranee holds dear. Eventually, Sonia’s 
marriage to a black man causes a seemingly 
permanent estrangement between mother and 
daughter. But as years pass and Sonia and Tara’s 
daughters become the new narrators of this story, 
Ranee’s relationships with her granddaughters 
bring about transformations in all three 
generations of Das women. Although set in the 
1970s, this tale of immigration, cultural identity, 
and family ties is poignantly relevant to our 
society today. Ages 14-18. Janet Minichiello

In an essential anthology 
about young indigenous 
women, editors Lisa 
Charleyboy and Mary Beth 
Leatherdale dispel the all-
too-pervasive stereotypes 
that have cast dark shadows 
on native women. Through 
fervent and forthright poetry, 
essays, art, and interviews, 
#NotYourPrincess: 
Voices of Native American Women (Annick, 
$19.95) represents the lives of past and present 
generations and encourages young women to 
set forth on new paths towards a just and equal 
future. Ages 14 and up. Mary Alice Garber
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Robin Page and Steve Jenkins breathe new life 
into the favorite game of small animal lovers 
everywhere. “I have… nine black spots, two 
delicate wings, six wiggly legs, two beady eyes, 
and a flower for a home. Who Am I?” (Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt, $14.99). One by one, the 
animals, illustrated in bold, ripped-paper collage, 
present clues to lead the reader to the answer. 
Some of these animals (like the ladybug!) will be 
familiar, but others (ghost crab, spider monkey) 
will be more challenging to identify. Even the 
adults turning the pages may learn something 
from this visit to the animal kingdom. Ages 5-8. 
Emily Ellerbe

 

There is no need for “a spoonful of sugar” to 
entice the whole family to read Dr. Howard 
Bennett’s latest book. The Fantastic Body: What 
Makes You Tick & How You Get Sick (Rodale, 
$19.99) is a handy and engaging reference guide 
to all the body’s organs and systems. Well-
designed diagrams and features like tips for the 
next check-up provide essential information in 
a clear and comprehensible format; fun facts, 
DIY project instructions, and, yes, gross stories 
promise to keep young readers’ interest piqued 
with each turn of the page. Bennett brings 30 
years of experience as a pediatrician and the lucid 
writing we have come to expect from his popular 
columns in The Washington Post to this masterful 
guide. Ages 6-12. Mary Alice Garber

Who better than a groundhog to narrate Older 
Than Dirt: A Wild but True History of Earth 
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $18.99)? Not only 
does she know her dirt, but she also impresses 
her curious earthworm neighbor with her 
extensive knowledge of all aspects of geology. 
She recounts the how Earth was created in the 
Big Bang and how it has evolved over billions of 
years, right up through the climate change crisis 
we face today. Don Brown and Dr. Mike Perfit’s 
graphic novel presents eons of information 
in an entertaining and digestible format, with 
discussions of natural disasters from the eruption 
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 CE to the 2004 tsunami 
that will both keep readers hooked and highlight 
how important this science lesson really is. Ages 
7-10. Janet Minichiello 
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Sharks have a tendency to provoke extreme 
reactions in humans: some of us quiver with 
fear at the mere thought of a great white, 
while others celebrate them as the pinnacle 
of coolness (Shark Week, anyone?). Wherever 
young environmentalists land on this spectrum, 
they will be invested in discovering what 
would happen If Sharks Disappeared (Roaring 
Brook, $17.99). As Lily Williams sensitively 
demonstrates in her debut picture book, 
these impressive creatures are quite literally 
irreplaceable: without their existence, all life 
on Earth could be at risk. Williams tempers 
her sobering topic with a clear focus on what 
kids can do to help, empowering them with a 
general sense of hope and a specific list of things 
they can do to make sure that sharks don’t go 
anywhere soon. Ages 7-10. Janet Minichiello

 
Do you know which animal has “one 
THOUSAND” bones? Or which animal has a bone 
that grows an inch every single day? Do you know 
which animal has the heaviest bone? If you don’t, 
fear not: Book of Bones: 10 Record-Breaking 
Animals (Phaidon, $19.95) is here to answer all the 
bony questions you didn’t know you had. With 
amazing animal facts and a built-in guessing 
game, Gabrielle Balkan has complied the best 
bone trivia from around the globe. With colorful, 
detailed, and textured illustrations by Sam 
Brewster, this scientific compendium is perfect 
for both the classroom and the home. Ages 7-11. 
Kasie Griffitts

 

Stay in touch wherever your travels take you.

Follow us on Twitter and Instagram:  
@KidsandProse
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42 Is Not Just a Number (Candlewick, $15.99): it’s 
a lasting emblem of the strength and character 
of one of America’s greatest athletes, Jackie 
Robinson. As the first professional baseball 
player of color, Robinson displayed resilience in 
the face of myriad challenges. Starting from his 
childhood, Doreen Rappaport details the racism 
and prejudice Robinson faced as a black man, a 
member of the Armed Forces, and an athlete. This 
account of the extraordinary life of a baseball 
great is the perfect read for sports fans, history 
lovers, and social justice activists. Ages 8-12. 
Kasie Griffitts 

 

Did you know that over 450 million people play 
basketball worldwide, or that Wilt Chamberlain 
scored 100 points in a single game in 1962? These 
are just some of the trivia tidbits presented 
in Kevin Sylvester’s study of Basketballogy 
(Annick, $9.95). This is the ultimate basketball 
fact book, chock-full of information about every 
aspect of the game from its history to its rules and 
the evolution of the ball itself. Featuring colorful 
illustrations, graphs, and diagrams, it’s nothing 
but net for fans of all ages! Ages 7-10. Marc Villa

Lucile “Ludy” Godbold was a gifted athlete 
whose exceptionally long and strong arms made 
her an elite shot-putter at Winthrop College. 
She earned the opportunity to compete in the 
inaugural “Women’s Olympics” in Paris in 1922, 
but she did not have the money to finance the 
trip on her own. Thanks to the generosity of 
her classmates and teachers, however, the tale 
of Long-Armed Ludy and the First Women’s 
Olympics (Charlesbridge, $16.99) would end with 
a gold medal and a new world record. Adam 
Gustavson’s nostalgic oil-paint-and-gouache 
illustrations enrich Jean L.S. Patrick’s fun and 
informative story of an American champion. Ages 
7-11. Marc Villa
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Caleb’s autism sometimes makes it difficult for 
Leo to be his brother, especially when public 
outbursts and late-night screeching are a regular 
occurrence. Caleb, Leo, and their parents 
eventually have to move because of Caleb’s 
behavior towards their neighbors, and Caleb 
isn’t responding well to the change in routine. 
He begins taking his frustration out on Leo, 
sometimes hitting him to the point of leaving 
bruises. Leo begins literally running away from 
his problems, Running Full Tilt (Charlesbridge, 
$17.99) mile after mile when being around Caleb 
is just too much. He discovers that he’s fast, 
and soon Leo finds himself on the school cross 
country team, training hard, making friends, 
and spending less time with Caleb— a decision 
that he may soon regret when tragedy strikes. 
Michael Currinder’s debut novel is packed with 
running action perfect for every athlete, as well as 
relationships, drama, and emotion that will satisfy 
all readers. Ages 14-18. Allison Witten

 
A figure skater for twelve years, Tillie Walden has 
been Spinning (First Second, $17.99) through life 
as she desperately tries to navigate the intensity 
of her training schedule while also living the life 
of a normal suburban teen. In a world where it’s 
so important to appear flawless, how can a person 
feel so uncomfortable in her own skin? In a sport 
where independence matters and it’s every girl 
for herself, how is a competitor supposed to 
build lasting relationships? A graphic memoir of 
friends, family, figure skating, and coming out, 
Walden’s tale of self-doubt becoming personal 
triumph is raw, gripping, and sure to spark 
emotion. Ages 14-18. Allison Witten

Join our Signed First Editions Club and receive a book  
by a well-known author or illustrator every month.
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Fans of Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel will 
find a new picture-book biography of its author 
irresistible. Sherri Duskey Rinker, author of the 
contemporary classic Goodnight, Goodnight, 
Construction Site, uses her own signature style 
to pay homage to Virginia Lee Burton’s beloved 
literary creations, including Katy and the 
Big Snow and The Little House. John Rocco’s 
appealing illustrations meld with the text to 
create a loving tribute to the woman who turned 
her pen into a magical wand to create worlds 
full of what her sons loved best: Big Machines 
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $17.99). Ages 5-8. 
Cristina Strunk

Before She Was 
Harriet (Holiday 
House, $17.95), 
Araminta Ross 
was known by 
many names. 
The woman who 
would become 
Harriet Tubman 
could be identified 
in myriad ways 
throughout her life, from nicknames like Minty 
and Moses to more universal labels such as 
sister, daughter, suffragist, and freedom fighter. 
Lesa Cline-Ransome uses poetry to detail the 
extraordinary life of one of America’s greatest 
heroes. Coupled with beautifully detailed 
watercolor illustrations by James E. Ransome, 
Cline-Ransome’s verses highlight this former 
slave’s many accomplishments. Moving 
beyond Tubman’s work as a conductor on the 
Underground Railroad, readers will revel in her 
lesser-known achievements as a Civil War spy 
and expedition leader and truly learn what this 
“wisp of a woman with the courage of a lion” 
accomplished. Ages 6-9. Kasie Griffitts

 
As a child in Pakistan, human rights activist 
Malala Yousafzai dreamed of possessing a magic 
pencil. She could use its powers to lock the door 
against her brothers and rid the world of poverty. 
But upon encountering grave problems close to 
home—soldiers in her village and children unable 
to attend school—she discovered that a person 
doesn’t need magic to change the world. An 
inspiring autobiographical story from the world’s 
youngest Nobel Peace Prize recipient, Malala’s 
Magic Pencil (Little, Brown, $17.99) shows 
that courage is its own wizardry. Watercolor 
illustrations from duo Kerascoët create a 
powerful sense of atmosphere, and gold overlay 
designs emphasize Malala’s hopes, emboldening 
readers to transform their own dreams for a better 
world into reality. Ages 6-9. Amy Dickinson

Elwyn Brooks White 
was a nervous child, 
but he took solace 
in a pet mouse, his 
family’s farm, and the 
written word. Barbara 
Herkert’s A Boy, a 
Mouse, and a Spider 
(Christy Ottaviano/
Henry Holt, $18.99) 
follows the life of 
children’s author, journalist, and essayist E.B. 
White. Simple, lyrical prose traces White’s 
journey from a small boy beset with hay fever to a 
seasoned reporter and columnist who dreamed of 
adventurous mice. White’s passion for the natural 
world inspired stories in which small, thoughtful 
underdogs—rodents, pigs, spiders—were heroes. 
Lauren Castillo’s warm, adorable illustrations 
gently draw readers into E.B. White’s world. Ages 
7-10. Elli Bloomberg  
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Renowned Mexican artist Frida Kahlo is known 
for her beautiful paintings and self-portraits. 
What many readers may not know is that Frida 
Kahlo and her Animalitos (NorthSouth, $17.95) 
shared a special bond. Kahlo had many animals 
throughout her life, including a black cat, a fawn, 
a parrot, an eagle, two monkeys, two turkeys, and 
three dogs. They “were her children, her friends, 
and her inspirations” for many of her artistic 
works. Monica Brown details Kahlo’s life and the 
challenges she faced while giving readers tidbits 
about her pets as well. With beautiful illustrations 
by John Parra, filled with colorful details for 
readers to discover, this picture-book biography 
is a delightful introduction to the life and work of 
Frida Kahlo. Ages 5-8. Kasie Griffitts

 

Pulsing with imagination and hope, this 
illustrated edition of Langston Hughes’s classic 
poem “Dream Variation” follows a young black 
boy living in a segregated town in the 1950s. As 
he observes the injustices around him, the boy 
imagines a world in which he and his family can 
live without fear. Daniel Miyares’s breathtaking 
watercolors depict the boy’s daydreams of 
soaring on giant birds, drinking from a stream, 
and lying in the grass—all with a loving, racially 
integrated group of friends. Young readers will 
immediately respond to the beauty, pathos, and 
hope of the boy’s imaginings as he declares, That 
Is My Dream! (Schwartz & Wade, $17.99). Ages 
6-9. Elli Bloomberg

Visionary architect Zaha Hadid once said 
about herself, “I always thought I was powerful, 
since I was a kid.” It was during her childhood, 
surrounded by the design, history, and natural 
landscape of Iraq, that her love of fluid forms and 
buildings with curves began. In The World Is Not 
A Rectangle: A Portrait of Architect Zaha Hadid 
(Beach Lane, $17.99), Jeanette Winter weaves 
Hadid’s quotes, memories, and illustrations of 
her creations into a cohesive portrait of a bold, 
pioneering architect unafraid to create forms that 
celebrate movement and nature. Ages 7-10. Heidi 
Ashton Yoon
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Amy and Greg Newbold have opened a 
whimsical window into art history for the young 
reader: snowmen! Illustrator Greg envisions what 
it would look like If Picasso Painted a Snowman 
(Tilbury House, $17.95) (a cubist snowman, of 
course), as well as imagining snowy creations by 
Marc Chagall (bright, cavorting circus snowmen), 
Gustav Klimt (a cozy snowman family wrapped 
up in a highly geometric quilt), Grant Wood 
(Snowman Gothic), and eleven other masters. This 
goofy, immersive introduction to style, a boon to 
emerging artists and art appreciators, is topped off 
with an invitation to readers to develop a unique 
style of their own. Ages 7-10. Emily Ellerbe

 

Amalia Hernández’s fierce determination led  
her on a journey from dancer to choreographer 
to founder of her own dance company, El Ballet 
Folklórico de México. Through her organization, 
Hernández mixed Mexican and indigenous 
traditions with ballet and modern dance to create 
something altogether new. Award-winning 
author/illustrator Duncan Tonatiuh showcases 
Hernández’s unique choreography and style in 
Danza! (Abrams, $18.95), which will have young 
readers turning into young dancers in no time. 
Ages 7-10. Cristina Strunk

It began with a set of blocks: a young boy 
started to notice the multitude of shapes that 
surrounded him. K.L. Going tells the story of 
this boy named Frank Lloyd Wright, who saw 
the The Shape of the World (Beach Lane, $17.99) 
and grew into a legendary architect. Readers will 
love finding hidden gems in Lauren Stringer’s 
rich illustrations, and seeing the way Wright 
incorporated elements of the natural world 
into his designs. Marc Harshman and Anna 
Egan Smucker highlight the story of Wright’s 
masterpiece Fallingwater (Roaring Brook, $18.99) 
in their own picture book, exploring his creative 
process and the culmination of his imagination. 
LeUyen Pham’s graceful artwork is a fitting 
celebration of Wright’s powerful legacy. Ages 7-10. 
Cristina Strunk 
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With her signature blend of biographical details, 
history, and verse, Young People’s Poet Laureate 
and award-winning author Margarita Engle 
brings famed novelist Miguel de Cervantes to 
life. In Miguel’s Brave Knight (Peachtree, $17.95), 
Engle transforms the man who wrote Don Quixote 
into a boy who dreams of the fantastic. After 
years of entertaining his family and classmates 
with tales of an imagined knight, Miguel finally 
shares his story with the world. While those 
familiar with Cervantes’s novel will particularly 
enjoy Engle’s nods to Don Quixote, all readers 
will find themselves on a journey to discover the 
strength of imagination and the power of hope in 
turbulent times. Ages 7-10. Cristina Strunk

 
To some, art may seem unnecessary. For James 
Castle, however, it was essential. Born in 1899 
and never able to hear, speak, or read, he lived in 
a world of Silent Days, Silent Dreams (Arthur A. 
Levine, $21.99) as he endured abuse and neglect. 
He had no way to communicate anything of 
his experiences… except for art. Even when his 
teachers confiscated his drawing materials, Castle 
would use burnt matchsticks and other cast-off 
items to make images however and whenever he 
could. Allen Say employs some of Castle’s own 
artistic methods in his nuanced story of Castle’s 
life, told through the eyes of Castle’s nephew. 
The recognition Castle received later in life is a 
poignant conclusion to a story that will leave an 
indelible mark on those who read it. Ages 9-12. 
Janet Minichiello 

Look! What Do You See? An Art Puzzle Book 
of American & Chinese Songs (Viking, $18.99) is 
a book unlike any other. Artist and MacArthur 
Fellow Xu Bing has devised an ingenious 
“square word calligraphy,” written with modified 
traditional brush strokes, and used it to spell 
out the words to several familiar sing-along 
songs. Your mission, for “mystery solvers, puzzle 
masters, and cryptographers,” is to decipher 
the lyrics. The calligraphy sits on tan pages, 
reminiscent of aging silk scrolls, and gentle 
folk-art-inspired gouache paintings by Becca 
Stadtlander depict the subjects of each song. 
It would be wrong to give away the sly secret, 
but there is an answer key in the back, as well 
as instructions on how to write the calligraphy. 
Fans of Xu’s work can see his hanging sculpture, 
Monkeys Grasp the Moon, in the stairwell of 
the Sackler Gallery on the Mall. Ages 9 and up. 
András Goldinger
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